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Life And Death Are Wearing Me Out
"In this multifaceted tour de force, Mo Yan flexes his skills both as an astute observer of
society and history and as a leading practitioner of experimental and imaginative fiction. Ximen
Nao, a wealthy landowner, loses his farm and his life as angry villagers redistribute the land
after the establishment of the People's Republic of China. In Lord Yama's underworld, Ximen
refuses to admit any wrongdoing even under torture. Exasperated, Yama returns him to his
farm as a donkey, the first of many reincarnations. Over the next five decades, Ximen lives
through the absurdities and excesses of Chinese history as a donkey, ox, pig, dog, monkey
and finally an infant with an unusually large head."
GOODREADS CHOICE AWARDS NOMINEE FOR BEST ROMANCE Samuel Clearwater,
A.K.A Preppy, likes bowties, pancakes, suspenders, good friends, good times, good drugs,
and a good f*ck. He
Life and Death Are Wearing Me OutA NovelSkyhorse Publishing Inc.
Leslie Margolis's We Are Party People is sweet, brave, and laugh-out-loud funny, as Pixie
Jones learns that stepping out of her comfort zone might not be so scary after all. "I am the
opposite of a mermaid and that’s exactly the way I like it." Shy and quiet, Pixie does
everything she can to fade into the background. All she wants is to survive middle school
without being noticed. Meanwhile, her parents own the best party-planning business in town.
They thrive on attention, love being experts in fun, and throw themselves into party personas,
dressing as pirates, princes, mermaids, and more. When her mom leaves town indefinitely and
her new friend Sophie decides to run for class president, Pixie finds herself way too close to
the spotlight. How far is she willing to go to help the people she loves?
The acclaimed novel of love and resistance during late 1930s China by Mo Yan, winner of the
2012 Nobel Prize in Literature Spanning three generations, this novel of family and myth is told
through a series of flashbacks that depict events of staggering horror set against a landscape
of gemlike beauty, as the Chinese battle both Japanese invaders and each other in the
turbulent 1930s. A legend in China, where it won major literary awards and inspired an Oscarnominated film directed by Zhang Yimou, Red Sorghum is a book in which fable and history
collide to produce fiction that is entirely new—and unforgettable.
Winner of the 2016 Lambda Literary Award for Bisexual Fiction “I read The Life and Death of
Sophie Stark with my heart in my mouth. Not only a dissection of genius and the havoc it can
wreak, but also a thunderously good story.”—Emma Donoghue, New York Times bestselling
author of Room “This novel is perceptive, subtle, funny and lingers in unexpected ways. The
analysis of a woman who puts her art above all else is equal parts inspiration and warning
story. Anna North makes prose look easy.”—Lena Dunham Gripping and provocative, The Life
and Death of Sophie Stark is a haunting story of fame, love, and legacy told through the
propulsive rise of an iconoclastic artist. Sophie Stark begins her filmmaking career by creating
a documentary about her obsession, Daniel, a college basketball star. But when she becomes
too invasive, she finds herself the victim of a cruel retribution. The humiliation doesn’t stop her.
Visionary and unapologetic, Sophie begins to use stories from the lives of those around her to
create movies, and as she gains critical recognition and acclaim, she risks betraying the one
she loves most. Told in a chorus of voices belonging to those who knew Sophie best, The Life
and Death of Sophie Stark is an intimate portrait of an elusive woman whose monumental
talent and relentless pursuit of truth reveal the cost of producing great art. It is “not only a
dissection of genius and the havoc it can wreak, but also a thunderously good story” (Emma
Donoghue).
Taking refuge in fairy tales after the loss of his mother, twelve-year-old David finds himself
violently propelled into an imaginary land in which the boundaries of fantasy and reality are
disturbingly melded. By the author of The Black Angel. 75,000 first printing.
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Longlisted for the FT/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award A groundbreaking chronicle
of the birth--and death--of a pair of jeans, that exposes the fractures in our global supply
chains, and our relationships to each other, ourselves, and the planet Take a look at your
favorite pair of jeans. Maybe you bought them on Amazon or the Gap; maybe the tag says
"Made in Bangladesh" or "Made in Sri Lanka." But do you know where they really came from,
how many thousands of miles they crossed, or the number of hands who picked, spun, wove,
dyed, packaged, shipped, and sold them to get to you? The fashion industry operates with
radical opacity, and it's only getting worse to disguise countless environmental and labor
abuses. It epitomizes the ravages inherent in the global economy, and all in the name of
ensuring that we keep buying more while thinking less about its real cost. In Unraveled,
entrepreneur, researcher, and advocate Maxine Bédat follows the life of an American icon--a
pair of jeans--to reveal what really happens to give us our clothes. We visit a Texas cotton farm
figuring out how to thrive without relying on fertilizers that poison the earth. Inside dyeing and
weaving factories in China, where chemicals that are banned in the West slosh on factory
floors and drain into waterways used to irrigate local family farms. Sewing floors in Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka are crammed with women working for illegally low wages to produce garments
as efficiently as machines. Back in America, our jeans get stowed, picked, and shipped out by
Amazon warehouse workers pressed to be as quick as the robots primed to replace them.
Finally, those jeans we had to have get sent to landfills--or, if they've been "donated," shipped
back around the world to Africa, where they're sold for pennies in secondhand markets or
buried and burned in mountains of garbage. A sprawling, deeply researched, and provocative
tour-de-force, Unraveled is not just the story of a pair of pants, but also the story of our global
economy and our role in it. Told with piercing insight and unprecedented reporting, Unraveled
challenges us to use our relationship with our jeans--and all that we wear--to reclaim our
central role as citizens to refashion a society in which all people can thrive and preserve the
planet for generations to come.
From two-time Carnegie Medal winner Patrick Ness comes an enthralling and provocative new
novel chronicling the life — or perhaps afterlife — of a teen trapped in a crumbling, abandoned
world. A boy named Seth drowns, desperate and alone in his final moments, losing his life as
the pounding sea claims him. But then he wakes. He is naked, thirsty, starving. But alive. How
is that possible? He remembers dying, his bones breaking, his skull dashed upon the rocks. So
how is he here? And where is this place? It looks like the suburban English town where he
lived as a child, before an unthinkable tragedy happened and his family moved to America. But
the neighborhood around his old house is overgrown, covered in dust, and completely
abandoned. What’s going on? And why is it that whenever he closes his eyes, he falls prey to
vivid, agonizing memories that seem more real than the world around him? Seth begins a
search for answers, hoping that he might not be alone, that this might not be the hell he fears it
to be, that there might be more than just this. . . .

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Small Great Things
and A Spark of Light comes a “powerful” (The Washington Post) novel about the
choices that alter the course of our lives. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY MARIE CLAIRE Everything changes in a single moment for
Dawn Edelstein. She’s on a plane when the flight attendant makes an
announcement: Prepare for a crash landing. She braces herself as thoughts flash
through her mind. The shocking thing is, the thoughts are not of her husband but
of a man she last saw fifteen years ago: Wyatt Armstrong. Dawn, miraculously,
survives the crash, but so do all the doubts that have suddenly been raised. She
has led a good life. Back in Boston, there is her husband, Brian, their beloved
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daughter, and her work as a death doula, in which she helps ease the transition
between life and death for her clients. But somewhere in Egypt is Wyatt
Armstrong, who works as an archaeologist unearthing ancient burial sites, a
career Dawn once studied for but was forced to abandon when life suddenly
intervened. And now, when it seems that fate is offering her second chances, she
is not as sure of the choice she once made. After the crash landing, the airline
ensures that the survivors are seen by a doctor, then offers transportation to
wherever they want to go. The obvious destination is to fly home, but she could
take another path: return to the archaeological site she left years before,
reconnect with Wyatt and their unresolved history, and maybe even complete her
research on The Book of Two Ways—the first known map of the afterlife. As the
story unfolds, Dawn’s two possible futures unspool side by side, as do the
secrets and doubts long buried with them. Dawn must confront the questions
she’s never truly asked: What does a life well lived look like? When we leave this
earth, what do we leave behind? Do we make choices . . . or do our choices
make us? And who would you be if you hadn’t turned out to be the person you
are right now?
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • This
inspiring, exquisitely observed memoir finds hope and beauty in the face of
insurmountable odds as an idealistic young neurosurgeon attempts to answer the
question What makes a life worth living? NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST
MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • People • NPR • The Washington
Post • Slate • Harper’s Bazaar • Time Out New York • Publishers Weekly •
BookPage Finalist for the PEN Center USA Literary Award in Creative Nonfiction
and the Books for a Better Life Award in Inspirational Memoir At the age of thirtysix, on the verge of completing a decade’s worth of training as a neurosurgeon,
Paul Kalanithi was diagnosed with stage IV lung cancer. One day he was a
doctor treating the dying, and the next he was a patient struggling to live. And just
like that, the future he and his wife had imagined evaporated. When Breath
Becomes Air chronicles Kalanithi’s transformation from a naïve medical student
“possessed,” as he wrote, “by the question of what, given that all organisms die,
makes a virtuous and meaningful life” into a neurosurgeon at Stanford working in
the brain, the most critical place for human identity, and finally into a patient and
new father confronting his own mortality. What makes life worth living in the face
of death? What do you do when the future, no longer a ladder toward your goals
in life, flattens out into a perpetual present? What does it mean to have a child, to
nurture a new life as another fades away? These are some of the questions
Kalanithi wrestles with in this profoundly moving, exquisitely observed memoir.
Paul Kalanithi died in March 2015, while working on this book, yet his words live
on as a guide and a gift to us all. “I began to realize that coming face to face with
my own mortality, in a sense, had changed nothing and everything,” he wrote.
“Seven words from Samuel Beckett began to repeat in my head: ‘I can’t go on.
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I’ll go on.’” When Breath Becomes Air is an unforgettable, life-affirming
reflection on the challenge of facing death and on the relationship between doctor
and patient, from a brilliant writer who became both.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The funny, sad, super-honest, all-true
story of Chelsea Handler’s year of self-discovery—featuring a nerdily brilliant
psychiatrist, a shaman, four Chow Chows, some well-placed security cameras,
various family members (living and departed), friends, assistants, and a lot of
edibles A SKIMM READS PICK • “This will be one of your favorite books of all
time.”—Amy Schumer In a haze of vape smoke on a rare windy night in L.A. in
the fall of 2016, Chelsea Handler daydreams about what life will be like with a
woman in the White House. And then Donald Trump happens. In a torpor of
despair, she decides that she’s had enough of the privileged bubble she’s lived
in—a bubble within a bubble—and that it’s time to make some changes, both in
her personal life and in the world at large. At home, she embarks on a year of selfsufficiency—learning how to work the remote, how to pick up dog shit, where to
find the toaster. She meets her match in an earnest, brainy psychiatrist and
enters into therapy, prepared to do the heavy lifting required to look within and
make sense of a childhood marked by love and loss and to figure out why people
are afraid of her. She becomes politically active—finding her voice as an advocate
for change, having difficult conversations, and energizing her base. In the
process, she develops a healthy fixation on Special Counsel Robert Mueller and,
through unflinching self-reflection and psychological excavation, unearths some
glittering truths that light up the road ahead. Thrillingly honest, insightful, and
deeply, darkly funny, Chelsea Handler’s memoir keeps readers laughing, even
as it inspires us to look within and ask ourselves what really matters in our own
lives. Praise for Life Will Be the Death of Me “You thought you knew Chelsea
Handler—and she thought she knew herself—but in her new book, she discovers
that true progress lies in the direction we haven’t been.”—Gloria Steinem “I
always wondered what it would be like to watch Chelsea Handler in session with
her therapist. Now I know.”—Ellen DeGeneres “I love this book not just because it
made me laugh or because I learned that I feel the same way about certain
people in politics as Chelsea does. I love this book because I feel like I finally
really got to know Chelsea Handler after all these years. Thank you for sharing,
Chelsea!”—Tiffany Haddish
"A riveting debut novel about a couple whose dream of adopting a baby is
shattered when the teenage mother reclaims her child"-Risk everything . . . for love with this #1 New York Times bestseller. What if you
couldn’t touch anything in the outside world? Never breathe in the fresh air, feel
the sun warm your face . . . or kiss the boy next door? In Everything, Everything,
Maddy is a girl who’s literally allergic to the outside world, and Olly is the boy
who moves in next door . . . and becomes the greatest risk she’s ever taken. My
disease is as rare as it is famous. Basically, I’m allergic to the world. I don’t
leave my house, have not left my house in seventeen years. The only people I
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ever see are my mom and my nurse, Carla. But then one day, a moving truck
arrives next door. I look out my window, and I see him. He's tall, lean and
wearing all black—black T-shirt, black jeans, black sneakers, and a black knit cap
that covers his hair completely. He catches me looking and stares at me. I stare
right back. His name is Olly. Maybe we can’t predict the future, but we can
predict some things. For example, I am certainly going to fall in love with Olly. It’s
almost certainly going to be a disaster. Everything, Everything will make you
laugh, cry, and feel everything in between. It's an innovative, inspiring, and
heartbreakingly romantic debut novel that unfolds via vignettes, diary entries,
illustrations, and more. And don’t miss Nicola Yoon's The Sun Is Also A Star, the
#1 New York Times bestseller in which two teens are brought together just when
it seems like the universe is sending them in opposite directions.
The farmers of Paradise County have been leading a hardscrabble life
unchanged for generations. The Communist government has encouraged them
to plant garlic, but selling the crop is not as simple as they believed. Warehouses
fill up, taxes skyrocket, and government officials maltreat even those who have
traveled for days to sell their harvest. A surplus on the garlic market ensues, and
the farmers must watch in horror as their crops wither and rot in the fields.
Families are destroyed by the random imprisonment of young and old for
supposed crimes against the state. The prisoners languish in horrifying
conditions in their cells, with only their strength of character and thoughts of their
loved ones to save them from madness. Meanwhile, a blind minstrel incites the
masses to take the law into their own hands, and a riot of apocalyptic proportions
follows with savage and unforgettable consequences. The Garlic Ballads is a
powerful vision of life under the heel of an inflexible and uncaring government. It
is also a delicate story of love between man and woman, father and child, friend
and friend—and the struggle to maintain that love despite overwhelming
obstacles.
Read the series that's sold more than 2 million copies--if you dare! Warning: this
description has not been authorized by Pseudonymous Bosch. As much as he'd
love to sing the praises of his book (he is very vain), he wouldn't want you to hear
about his brave 11-year old heroes, Cass and Max-Ernest. Or about how a
mysterious box of vials, the Symphony of Smells, sends them on the trail of a
magician who has vanished under strange (and stinky) circumstances. And he
certainly wouldn't want you to know about the hair-raising adventures that follow
and the nefarious villains they face. You see, not only is the name of this book
secret, the story inside is, too. For it concerns a secret. A Big Secret.
What can the killing of a transgender teen teach us about the violence of
misreading gender identity as sexual identity? The Life and Death of Latisha King
examines a single incident, the shooting of 15-year-old Latisha King by 14-yearold Brandon McInerney in their junior high school classroom in Oxnard, California
in 2008. The press coverage of the shooting, as well as the criminal trial that
followed, referred to Latisha, assigned male at birth, as Larry. Unpacking the
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consequences of representing the victim as Larry, a gay boy, instead of Latisha,
a trans girl, Gayle Salamon draws on the resources of feminist phenomenology
to analyze what happened in the school and at the trial that followed. In building
on the phenomenological concepts of anonymity and comportment, Salamon
considers how gender functions in the social world and the dangers of being
denied anonymity as both a particularizing and dehumanizing act. Salamon offers
close readings of the court transcript and the bodily gestures of the participants in
the courtroom to illuminate the ways gender and race were both evoked in and
expunged from the narrative of the killing. Across court documents and media
coverage, Salamon sheds light on the relation between the speakable and
unspeakable in the workings of the transphobic imaginary. Interdisciplinary in
both scope and method, the book considers the violences visited upon gendernonconforming bodies that are surveilled and othered, and the contemporary
resonances of the Latisha King killing.
One of the Nobel Prize Winners in Literature Ideal for fans of Chinese
Playground, We Are Party People, Death of Me, Skate with Me, A Farmer’s Life
for Me, and similar works Written by today’s most revered, controversial, and
feared Chinese novelist Mo Yan’s Life and Death Are Wearing Me Out is a
remarkable story. The absurd, real, comical, and tragic are combined into a
fantastic read. The hero—or antihero—is Ximen Nao, a landowner known for his
kindness to his peasants. His tale is a heart-wrenching and unique journey and
completely riveting tale that shares the author’s love of a homeland caught by ills
political, traditional, and inevitable.
Stripped of his possessions and executed as a result of Mao's Land Reform
Movement in 1948, benevolent landowner Ximen Nao finds himself endlessly
tortured in Hell before he is systematically reborn on Earth as each of the animals
in the Chinese zodiac.
An insightful collection of teachings about death and dying to help face life's
greatest mystery calmly and with equanimity. Lifetimes of effort go into
organizing, designing, and structuring every aspect of our lives, but how many
people are willing to contemplate the inevitability of death? Although dying is an
essential part of life, it is an uncomfortable topic that most people avoid. With no
idea what will happen when we die and a strong desire to sidestep the
conversation, we make all kinds of assumptions. Living Is Dying collects
teachings about death and the bardos that have been passed down through a
long lineage of brilliant Buddhist masters, each of whom went to great lengths to
examine the process in minute detail. Renowned author and teacher Dzongsar
Jamyang Khyentse responds to the most common questions he's been asked
about death and dying--exploring how one prepares for death, what to say to a
loved one who is dying, and prayers and practices to use as a handhold when
approaching the unknown territory of death. Whether you are facing death today
or decades from now, preparing for it can help to allay your worst fears and help
you appreciate what it means to be truly alive.
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Game of Thrones fans will love the New York Times bestselling Abhorsen series.
Sabriel, the first installment in the trilogy, launched critically acclaimed author
Garth Nix onto the fantasy scene as a rising star. Dark Secrets, Deep Love, and
Dangerous Magic Sent to a boarding school in Ancelstierre as a young child,
Sabriel has had little experience with the random power of Free Magic or the
Dead who refuse to stay dead in the Old Kingdom. But during her final semester,
her father, the Abhorsen, goes missing, and Sabriel knows she must enter the
Old Kingdom to find him. She soon finds companions in Mogget, a cat whose
aloof manner barely conceals its malevolent spirit, and Touchstone, a young
Charter Mage long imprisoned by magic, now free in body but still trapped by
painful memories. As the three travel deep into the Old Kingdom, threats mount
on all sides. And every step brings them closer to a battle that will pit them
against the true forces of life and death—and bring Sabriel face-to-face with her
own destiny. “Sabriel is a winner, a fantasy that reads like realism. Here is a
world with the same solidity and four-dimensional authority as our own, created
with invention, clarity and intelligence.” —Philip Pullman, author of His Dark
Materials trilogy
Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has lived, in his mind, an
uninspired life. His job is fixing rides at a seaside amusement park. On his 83rd
birthday, a tragic accident kills him, as he tries to save a little girl from a falling
cart. He awakes in the afterlife, where he learns that heaven is not a destination.
It's a place where your life is explained to you by five people, some of whom you
knew, others who may have been strangers. One by one, from childhood to
soldier to old age, Eddie's five people revisit their connections to him on earth,
illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless" life, and revealing the haunting
secret behind the eternal question: "Why was I here?"
In THE LIMIT, Michael Cannell tells the enthralling story of Phil Hill-a lowly
California mechanic who would become the first American-born driver to win the
Grand Prix-and, on the fiftieth anniversary of his triumph, brings to life a vanished
world of glamour, valor, and daring. With the pacing and vivid description of a
novel, THE LIMIT charts the journey that brought Hill from dusty California lots
racing midget cars into the ranks of a singular breed of men, competing with
daredevils for glory on Grand Prix tracks across Europe. Facing death at every
turn, these men rounded circuits at well over 150 mph in an era before seat belts
or roll bars-an era when drivers were "crushed, burned, and beheaded with
unnerving regularity." From the stink of grease-smothered pits to the long anxious
nights in lonely European hotels, from the tense camaraderie of teammates to
the trembling suspense of photo finishes, THE LIMIT captures the 1961 season
that would mark the high point of Hill's career. It brings readers up close to the
remarkable men who surrounded Hill on the circuit-men like Hill's teammate and
rival, the soigné and cool-headed German count Wolfgang Von Trips (nicknamed
"Count Von Crash"), and Enzo Ferrari, the reclusive and monomaniacal padrone
of the Ferrari racing empire. Race by race, THE LIMIT carries readers to its
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riveting and startling climax-the final contest that would decide it all, one of the
deadliest in Grand Prix history.
During the Chinese Cultural Revolution, two boys are sent to the country for
reeducation, where their lives take an unexpected turn when they meet the
beautiful daughter of a local tailor and stumble upon a forbidden stash of Western
literature.
Our captain and leader has not left us, today, tomorrow, this year, next … Our
endeavors will reflect our love and admiration for him.” —Honorary plaque to
Munson in Yankee Stadium Thurman Munson is remembered by fans as the
fiercely competitive, tough, and—most of all—inspiring Yankee captain and
champion from the wild Bronx Zoo years. He is also remembered for his tragic
death, at age thirty-two, when the private plane he was piloting crashed in
Canton, Ohio, on August 2, 1979. Munson is the intimate biography of a complex
and larger-than-life legend. Written by former Yankees public relations director
Marty Appel, who worked closely with Thurman throughout his career, Munson
captures the little-known details of the young man from Canton and his meteoric
rise to stardom in baseball’s most storied franchise. Appel examines the
tumultuous childhood that led Thurman to work feverishly to escape Canton—and
also the marriage and cultural roots that continually drew him back. Appel also
opens a fascinating door on the famed Yankees of the 1970s, recounting
moments and stories that have never been told before. From the clubhouse and
the dugout to the front office and the owner’s box, this thoughtful baseball
biography delves into the affectionately gruff captain’s relationships with friends,
fans, and teammates such as Lou Piniella, Bobby Murcer, Graig Nettles, and
Reggie Jackson, as well as his colorful dealings with manager Billy Martin and
his surprisingly close bond with owner George Steinbrenner. Munson paints a
revealing portrait of a private Yankee superstar, as well as a nostalgic and
revelatory look at the culture—and amazing highs and lows—of the 1970s New
York Yankees teams. More than a biography, Munson is the definitive account of
a champion who has not been forgotten and of the era he helped define—written
with the intimate detail available only to a true insider. www.doubleday.com
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby
that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must
live in his apartment for the same amount of time.
Nick and Allie don't survive the crash, and now they are in limbo, stuck halfway
between life and death, in a netherworld known as Everlost. Everlost is home to
those who didn't make it to their final destination: A magical yet dangerous place
filled with shadows where lost souls run wild. Shocked and frightened, Nick and
Allie aren't ready to rest in peace just yet. They want their lives back. Desperate
for a way out, their search takes them deep into the uncharted regions of
Everlost. But the longer they stay, the more they forget about their past lives. And
with all memory of home fading fast and an unknown evil lurking in the shadows,
Nick and Allie may never escape this strange, terrible world. In this imaginative,
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supernatural thriller, Neal Shusterman explores questions of life, death, and what
just might lie in between.
In this dramatic adaptation of her award-winning, bestselling memoir, Joan Didion
transforms the story of the sudden and unexpected loss of her husband and their
only daughter into a stunning and powerful one-woman play. “This happened on
December 30, 2003. That may seem a while ago but it won’t when it happens to
you . . .” Michiko Kakutani in The New York Times called the memoir that was
the basis for the play, “an indelible portrait of loss and grief . . . a haunting
portrait of a four-decade-long marriage." The first theatrical production of The
Year of Magical Thinking opened at the Booth Theatre on March 29, 2007,
starring Vanessa Redgrave and directed by David Hare.
A woman born to privilege as part of a well-known New England family discusses
how she learned to live again after losing her young daughter to a rare genetic
disease and found ways to reconnect with her in the afterlife through
clairvoyants.
This book delves into the Chinese literary translation landscape over the last
century, spanning critical historical periods such as the Cultural Revolution in the
greater China region. Contributors from all around the world approach this theme
from various angles, providing an overview of translation phenomena at key
historical moments, identifying the trends of translation and publication,
uncovering the translation history of important works, elucidating the relationship
between translators and other agents, articulating the interaction between texts
and readers and disclosing the nature of literary migration from Chinese into
English. This volume aims at benefiting both academics of translation studies
from a dominantly Anglophone culture and researchers in the greater China
region. Chinese scholars of translation studies will not only be able to cite this as
a reference book, but will be able to discover contrasts, confluence and
communication between academics across the globe, which will stimulate, inspire
and transform discussions in this field.
A panoramic novel set in New York City during the catastrophic blizzard of
February 1978 On the night of February 6, 1978, an overwhelming nor'easter
struck the city of New York. On that night, on the Upper West Side of Manhattan,
in a penthouse apartment of the stately Apelles, a crowd gathered for a grand
party. And on that night Mr. Albert Haynes Caldwell—a partner emeritus at Swank,
Brady & Plescher; Harvard class of '26; father of three; widower; atheist; and
fiscal conservative—hatched a plan to fake a medical emergency and toss himself
into the Hudson River, where he would drown. Jack Livings's The Blizzard Party
is the story of that night.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST
YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of
books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to
tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death
has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster
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girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by
stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help
of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen
books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity,
award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us
one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be lifechanging.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The
Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF
CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice. Long-listed for the Andrew
Carnegie Medal for Excellence. Named a Best Book of 2018 by Esquire and
Foreign Policy. An Amazon Best Book of November, the Guardian Bookshop
Book of November, and one of the Evening Standard's Books to Read in
November "Now, thanks to Hilsum’s deeply reported and passionately written
book, [Marie Colvin] has the full accounting that she deserves." --Joshua
Hammer, The New York Times The inspiring and devastating biography of Marie
Colvin, the foremost war reporter of her generation, who was killed in Syria in
2012, and whose life story also forms the basis of the feature film A Private War,
starring Rosamund Pike as Colvin. When Marie Colvin was killed in an artillery
attack in Homs, Syria, in 2012, at age fifty-six, the world lost a fearless and
iconoclastic war correspondent who covered the most significant global
calamities of her lifetime. In Extremis, written by her fellow reporter Lindsey
Hilsum, is a thrilling investigation into Colvin’s epic life and tragic death based on
exclusive access to her intimate diaries from age thirteen to her death, interviews
with people from every corner of her life, and impeccable research. After growing
up in a middle-class Catholic family on Long Island, Colvin studied with the
legendary journalist John Hersey at Yale, and eventually started working for The
Sunday Times of London, where she gained a reputation for bravery and
compassion as she told the stories of victims of the major conflicts of our time.
She lost sight in one eye while in Sri Lanka covering the civil war, interviewed
Gaddafi and Arafat many times, and repeatedly risked her life covering conflicts
in Chechnya, East Timor, Kosovo, and the Middle East. Colvin lived her personal
life in extremis, too: bold, driven, and complex, she was married twice, took many
lovers, drank and smoked, and rejected society’s expectations for women.
Despite PTSD, she refused to give up reporting. Like her hero Martha Gellhorn,
Colvin was committed to bearing witness to the horrifying truths of war, and to
shining a light on the profound suffering of ordinary people caught in the midst of
conflict. Lindsey Hilsum’s In Extremis is a devastating and revelatory biography
of one of the greatest war correspondents of her generation.
A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and
lives since it burst onto the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a groundbreaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of
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storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy
Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and
the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a
father and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative writing—it has become required
reading for any American and continues to challenge readers in their perceptions
of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things
They Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the
Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and
the National Book Critics Circle Award.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER •
NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE
“Inspiring . . . extraordinary . . . [Katherine Boo] shows us how people in the most
desperate circumstances can find the resilience to hang on to their humanity.
Just as important, she makes us care.”—People “A tour de force of social justice
reportage and a literary masterpiece.”—Judges, PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith
Award ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York
Times • The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • USA Today • New
York • The Miami Herald • San Francisco Chronicle • Newsday In this
breathtaking book by Pulitzer Prize winner Katherine Boo, a bewildering age of
global change and inequality is made human through the dramatic story of
families striving toward a better life in Annawadi, a makeshift settlement in the
shadow of luxury hotels near the Mumbai airport. As India starts to prosper, the
residents of Annawadi are electric with hope. Abdul, an enterprising teenager,
sees “a fortune beyond counting” in the recyclable garbage that richer people
throw away. Meanwhile Asha, a woman of formidable ambition, has identified a
shadier route to the middle class. With a little luck, her beautiful daughter,
Annawadi’s “most-everything girl,” might become its first female college
graduate. And even the poorest children, like the young thief Kalu, feel
themselves inching closer to their dreams. But then Abdul is falsely accused in a
shocking tragedy; terror and global recession rock the city; and suppressed
tensions over religion, caste, sex, power, and economic envy turn brutal. With
intelligence, humor, and deep insight into what connects people to one another in
an era of tumultuous change, Behind the Beautiful Forevers, based on years of
uncompromising reporting, carries the reader headlong into one of the twentyfirst century’s hidden worlds—and into the hearts of families impossible to forget.
WINNER OF: The PEN Nonfiction Award • The Los Angeles Times Book Prize •
The American Academy of Arts and Letters Award • The New York Public
Library’s Helen Bernstein Book Award NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY The New Yorker • People • Entertainment Weekly • The Wall
Street Journal • The Boston Globe • The Economist • Financial Times • Foreign
Policy • The Seattle Times • The Nation • St. Louis Post-Dispatch • The Denver
Post • Minneapolis Star Tribune • The Week • Kansas City Star • Slate •
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Publishers Weekly
Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller Instant USA TODAY Bestseller The longanticipated sequel to Sister Souljah’s million copy New York Times bestseller
The Coldest Winter Ever. Winter Santiaga hit time served. Still stunning, still
pretty, still bold, still loves her father more than any man in the world, still got her
hustle and high fashion flow. She’s eager to pay back her enemies, rebuild her
father’s empire, reset his crown, and ultimately to snatch Midnight back into her
life no matter which bitch had him while she was locked up. But Winter is not the
only one with revenge on her mind. Simone, Winter’s young business partner
and friend, is locked and loaded and Winter is her target. Will she blow Winter’s
head off? Can Winter dodge the bullets? Or will at least one bullet blast Winter
into another world? Either way Winter is fearless. Hell is the same as any hood
and certainly the Brooklyn hood she grew up in. That’s what Winter thinks. A
heartwarming, heart-burning, passionate, sexual, comical, and completely
original adventure is about to happen in real time—raw, shocking, soulful, and
shameless. True fans won’t let Winter travel alone on this amazing journey.
The national-bestselling memoir of a woman’s resistance and struggles in Communist
China—“an absorbing story of resourcefulness and courage” (The New York Times). A NEW
YORK TIMES BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR In August 1966, a group of Red Guards ransacked
the home of Nien Cheng. Her background made her an obvious target for the fanatics of the
Cultural Revolution: educated in London, the widow of an official of Chiang Kai-shek’s regime,
and an employee of Shell Oil. When she refused to confess that any of this made he an enemy
of the state, she was placed in solitary confinement, where she would remain for more than six
years. Life and Death in Shanghai recounts the story of Nien Cheng’s imprisonment—a time of
extreme deprivation which she met with heroic resistance—as well as her quest for justice when
she was released. It is also the story of a country torn apart by Mao Tse-tung’s vicious
campaign to topple party moderates. An incisive, personal account of a terrifying chapter in
twentieth-century history, Life and Death in Shanghai is also an astounding portrait of one
woman’s courage.
The Purple Decades brings together the author's own selections from his list of critically
acclaimed publications, including the complete text of Mau-Mauing and the Flak Catchers, his
account of the wild games the poverty program encouraged minority groups to play.
How could someone like Mick die? He was the kid who freaked out his mom by putting a
ceramic eye in a defrosted chicken, the kid who did a wild dance in front of the whole
school--and the kid who, if only he had worn his bicycle helmet, would still be alive today. But
now Phoebe Harte's twelve-year-old brother is gone, and Phoebe's world has turned upside
down. With her trademark candor and compassion, beloved middle-grade writer Barbara Park
tells how Phoebe copes with her painful loss in this story filled with sadness, humor--and hope.
Chosen by Publishers Weekly as one of their Best Books of 1996. "A full-fledged and fully
convincing drama" (Publishers Weekly).
Set against the backdrop of a lush and exotic Greece, The Names is considered the book
which began to drive "sharply upward the size of his readership" (Los Angeles Times Book
Review). Among the cast of DeLillo's bizarre yet fully realized characters in The Names are
Kathryn, the narrator's estranged wife; their son, the six-year-old novelist; Owen, the scientist;
and the neurotic narrator obsessed with his own neuroses. A thriller, a mystery, and still a
moving examination of family, loss, and the amorphous and magical potential of language
itself, The Names stands with any of DeLillo's more recent and highly acclaimed works. "The
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Names not only accurately reflects a portion of our contemporary world but, more importantly,
creates an original world of its own."--Chicago Sun-Times "DeLillo sifts experience through
simultaneous grids of science and poetry, analysis and clear sight, to make a high-wire prose
that is voluptuously stark."--Village Voice Literary Supplement "DeLillo verbally examines every
state of consciousness from eroticism to tourism, from the idea of America as conceived by the
rest of the world to the idea of the rest of the world as conceived by America, from mysticism to
fanaticism."--New York Times
A NEW YORK TIMES TOP BOOK OF 2015 WASHINGTON POST NOTABLE BOOK The
author of Red Sorghum and China’s most revered and controversial novelist returns with his
first major publication since winning the Nobel Prize In 2012, the Nobel committee confirmed
Mo Yan’s position as one of the greatest and most important writers of our time. In his muchanticipated new novel, Mo Yan chronicles the sweeping history of modern China through the
lens of the nation’s controversial one-child policy. Frog opens with a playwright nicknamed
Tadpole who plans to write about his aunt. In her youth, Gugu—the beautiful daughter of a
famous doctor and staunch Communist—is revered for her skill as a midwife. But when her
lover defects, Gugu’s own loyalty to the Party is questioned. She decides to prove her
allegiance by strictly enforcing the one-child policy, keeping tabs on the number of children in
the village, and performing abortions on women as many as eight months pregnant. In sharply
personal prose, Mo Yan depicts a world of desperate families, illegal surrogates, forced
abortions, and the guilt of those who must enforce the policy. At once illuminating and
devastating, it shines a light into the heart of communist China.
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